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WRITE RIGHT, the world’s largest chain of handwriting institutes, has transformed
the lives of over 10,00,000 students through its 2000 centers across the globe, in
the last 20 years. 'Write Right' offers solution to any Handwriting related problem.
Expert’s Views: Handwriting experts opine that, the ability to write legibly with speed, has a positive effect on the
academic performance. Difficulty with handwriting can hamper flow of thoughts and limit fluency, resulting into an inexpressive and introvert ‘personality’. Efforts should be done to establish mind motor co-ordination and make teaching
and learning handwriting a joyful experience.

MIND MOTOR
COORDINATION

Controlled movement
of the writing
instrument on a
perfectly positioned
writing surface.

UNCONTROLLED
SCRIBBLES

PERSONALIZED
HANDWRITING
Students develop a
unique style of
accurate & legible
writing, known as
individual handwriting.

CONTROLLED
SCRIBBLES

My
Handwriting
Book
Unique & Effective
Teaching &
Learning Process

EXPRESSION
OF THOUGHTS
Developing the ability
to express through
comprehendible
paragraphs with
speed and legibility.

CREATION
OF LETTERS
Starting and ending
stroke, size of middle,
upper & lower zone
of a letter.

WORD
FORMATION
FINE MOTOR
SKILLS
Developing fine
motor skills enabling
transformation of
thoughts into words.

With correct space
between letter,
and joining
in case of cursive.

‘My Handwriting Book’ have been designed to make teaching and learning the art of good handwriting skills a simple and
enjoyable experience. All workbooks are designed to be consistent from one level to the next.

“A well planned teaching program is essential to instill good handwriting skills in children"

LEARNING AND TEACHING
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HANDWRITING BEYOND THE LINES
‘My Handwriting Book’ offer unique tools and systems that promote flawless and legible handwriting style.

Paper Placement, Grip & Posture

Stories, Songs & Drawings

While correct paper placement is key to smooth and
unobstructed writing, A correct posture ensures that
writing does not become a painful experience for the child.

Teaching letters and developing mind motor coordination
in pre primary, methods like drawing images with letters,
narration of stories, songs and several activities are
adapted.

Font Maker Tools, Uniform Sizing

Language & Grammar

Interesting block-games in pre-primary students for
formation of Upper-Case letter, systematic & scientific
approach to ensure development of a habit for creating
letters of uniform size & form.

The contents of 'My Handwriting Book' have been selected
in a way that they complement the English grammar
recommendations of CBSE.

Letter Reversal

Left hand Writer

The workbooks have been designed in a way to minimize
mirror image or letter reversal problems.

‘My Handwriting Book’ are also left hand writer friendly.
Guidelines are given with every books for parents &
teachers.

HANDWRITING
POLICY: Our experts help in setting up an appropriate
handwriting policy for your school, ensuring continuity in the teaching methods even in case of change in

teaching staff.

TRAINING
Extensive training to faculties for optimum use of 'My Handwriting Book'
Training involves the very basics, viz;
1. Proper positioning of paper and Correct pencil/pen grip.
2. Handling letter reversal.
3. Attending to problems of left hand writers.
4. Addressing Dysgraphia.
5. Use of letter building blocks, songs & drawing object from letters.
6. Motivating students and creating awareness of handwriting among parents.
7. Conducting meaningful meetings with parents.
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Book-1 Pencil Pickups, Book-2 & 3 My Letters My Numbers
(Upper & Lower Case) Book-4 My Letters My Words
Allowing the child a freedom to move from uncontrolled
scribbling to controlled movement of the writing instrument
and hand. Developing mind motor co-ordination, focusing on
correct grip and proper paper positioning. Stepwise
introduction from UPPERCASE to lowercase letters. Creating
letters on paper/floor and with blocks, followed by songs and
drawing images with letters.

1. Pre Primary

Separate books for class 1st to 5th.
Available in Print Style & Cursive Style
‘Establish Fine Motor Skills’, translating thoughts into words.
Moving gradually from four lines to writing in single line and
also on un-ruled pages. Ensuring adequate spacing between
letters and words. Joining letters (in case of cursive), word
building, sentence formation, paragraph writing with correct
punctuation. An introduction to basic grammar as per
recommendation of CBSE.

2. Primary

Applicable for all aspirants above 6th standard.
Available in: Print Style & Cursive Style

3. Advance

“Strengthening fine motor skills” focus on recall of correct font
formation, writing with speed & legibility. Establishing a
permanent, individualized style of writing. An introduction to
basic calligraphy.
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